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New and most popular programs:

American Club
American club continued its meetings in January.
Food, restaurants and good manners.

American Movie Night: Phantom of the Opera
Narva Central Library American Space and the
U.S. Embassy film series.
The Phantom of the Opera (French: Le
Fantôme de l'Opéra) is a novel by French writer
Gaston Leroux. It was first published as a
serialization in Le Gaulois from 23 September
1909, to 8 January 1910. The novel is partly
inspired by historical events at the Paris Opera
during the nineteenth century and an apocryphal
tale concerning the use of a former ballet pupil's
skeleton in Carl Maria von Weber's 1841
production of Der Freischütz.
The movie screens in English with Russian
subtitles.

Conversation Club
Conversation Club is led by Dezmone Valentine
our English Teaching Assistant. The club meets
on Mondays and Wednesdays.

Writing Workshop
A writing workshop is a block of time set aside
in the school day to focus exclusively on the
writing process.

Disney Saturday: Snow White
The next Disney Saturday movie was another
Disney classic.
The fairy tale features such elements as the
magic mirror, the poisoned apple, the glass
coffin, and the characters of the evil queen and
the Seven Dwarfs. The seven dwarfs were first
given individual names in the 1912 Broadway
play Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs and then
given different names in Walt Disney's 1937 film
Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs. The Grimm
story, which is commonly referred to as "Snow
White" should not be confused with the story of
"Snow-White and Rose-Red" (in German
"Schneeweißchen und Rosenrot"), another fairy
tale collected by the Brothers Grimm.
The cartoon screens in Russian with Estonian
subtitles.

Reading Club
Here at the Reading Club you can find out more
about some of your favourite authors and their
lovely books.

Media Literacy and Tackling Fake News
Dialogue
Speakers from the Newseum discussed tools and
resources to explore Media literacy. This
conversation invited Europeans and Americans
to explore resources, discussed ideas and
concerns from their experiences with Media
literacy.

3-D Master Class
It will be possible to continue master classes on
3D printing, laser cutting and seeking innovative
approaches for introducing new ideas in the
innovation laboratory in Narva.

